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Richmond Prison, begun in 1834 and completed in 1835 (the 
perimeter walls were not completed until 1836), is located in 
the Richmond section of Christiansted, St. Croix 7/8 of a mile 
west of Fort Christian. Called the Detention and. Workhouse, the 
facility initially consisted of a long low cell block housing" 
50 prisoners in individual cells with a guard house at the east 
end and a "Keeper's House" at the west end, a separate structure 
housing washrooms and a latrine along the north wall of the com 
pound, and a kitchen and cistern along the south wall at the 
west corner. The cell block divided the walled prison yard 
on an east-west axis, with the guard house and keeper's house 
appended to, but outside the wall. The guard house, built as 
the west end of the cell block has been demolished at an un 
known date. The yard is served by entrance gates in the east 
and west walls, at either side of the cell block, with internal 
access to the separate parts limited to cross halls in the cell 
block, two in each of the north and south facades, at the quarter 
points.

The cell block is 25 bays in length, constructed of dressed 
coral block with brick linings at the windows and brick quoins, 
all of which are stuccoed. The 6 1 x 10' cells are in two rows 
opening on a central corridor. The cells have barrel vaulted 
ceilings and are covered t>y a low shed roof forming the flanking 
wings to the monitor roofed corridor. Windows are located above 
each.cell door, in the side walls of the higher corridor, 
lighting this space and appearing as a broken clerestory. The 
floor is brick and the interior walls have been plastered. Each 
cell has a 29" wide opening to the hall with brick lined splayed 
jambs and a heavy timber door hung on.large elaborate "U" shaped 
wrought iron hinges with wrought iron slide bolts and lock. A 
33" x 34" window, with brick sills and segmental heads on the 
exterior facade lights each cell, opening to the prison yards. 
The windows have wood casings and are provided with wrought 
iron grilles and wood shutters. The projecting entrances, two 
in each long wall, have battered pilasters supporting triangular 
pediments. The fan of the round arched door opening is divided 
into 12 parts by radiating wought iron bars. The doors are heavy 
timber on wrought iron strap hinges.

The guard house originally located at the west end of the 
cell block, has been demolished, as mentioned, exposing the monitor 
roofed end wall. The flanking wings of the end wall have low 
parapet walls over the cells, while the gabled monitor is finished 
with a triangular pediment on engaged pilasters. The round
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Richmond Prison is historically significant because it was 
the first prison erected in the'Danish West Indies in an attempt 
to develop a state penal institution. During the first half 
of the 19th century there existed a growing demand for social 
reform. With the increasing number of free blacks and the 
possibility of the abolition of slavery, a need for social 
reform was expressed by many in the Danish West Indies. Governor- 
General Peter von Scholten ( governor, 1827-1848) was instrumental 
in much of the social reform during the period, especially in the 
construction of many of the country schools and of Richmond Prison, 
Instituting a state penal system was von Scholten"s attempt to 
improve the arbitrary punishment of slaves by their individual 
owners.

Albert Lj/vmand who was retained by von Scholten to design 
the public school was also credited with construction of Richmond 
Prison although several architects were involved with its design 
and construction. In 1833 a request was made to the Burgher 
Council by von Scholten to approve a proposal for the construction 
of a 100 man prison that might initially house 50 men. The 
Burgher Council approved the proposal with minor changes. The 
cost of construction of the prison was to be borne by a tax on 
the planters. However, labor and material could be accepted in 
place of cash.

The prison's simple and distinctive plan may have been 
inspired by the typical layout of a plantation stable as shown 
by Oxholm's plans of a plantation. Two plans were submitted 
to the Burgher Council. In 1833 L0vmand submitted to the Burgher 
Council a monumental cruciform project which had many features 
in common with the existing plan. Another rectangular plan was 
submitted whibh the Burgher Council preferred because it was 
more adaptable to two stages of construction and the yard layout 
was more functional.

Originally R. Stewart and his assistant, Hugh Miller, 
were contracted by the Burgher Council to build the prison.
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arched opening has a wrought iron gate and fan light. This end 
wall design is repeated at the east wall of the cell block, 
connecting it to the keeper's house. This structure is three 
by five bays, rectangular in plan with a hipped roof supported 
by a heavy flat cornice band with brick consoles. The stuccoed 
coral block walls have a continuous molded watertable and brick 
quoins at the corners. The rectangular window and door openings 
have splayed jambs, brick sills and shallow pedimented heads 
with molded brackets. All casings are timber, with later 
glass louvers added to the windows, replacing wood blinds. The 
door is panelled and is reached by a single flight of five stairs. 
The wood shutters shown in early photographs have been removed. 
The interior has been modified, but the timber Queen Post trusses 
of the roof system remain.

Wide Classic Revival gates are located in the east and west 
yard walls, at either side of the cell block. The coral block 
walls are stuccoed. The double doors are enclosed by a triangular 
pediment with a segmental fan light. The entire gate facade is 
panelled with radiating voussoirs terminating in quoins at the 
edges of the projecting wall. There is also a molded keystone.

The one story structure that originally housed the prisoners' 
washrooms and latrine, along the north perimeter wall, remains 
but has been considerably altered and enlarged with a two story 
cell block added to the east part and a series of one story 
sheds to the west. The south yard has been reduced in size by 
road construction with the loss of the original kitchen and 
other outbuildings. A later cookhouse, cistern and administrative 
offices have been built along the south wall. Other accessory 
structures have been added to the northeast corner, outside the 
walls, and opposite the east end wall gate of the cell block. 
Two watch towers at the northeast and northwest corners of the 
property, but separate from the walls, complete the complex, which, 
except for the keeper's house, is vacant and in a deteriorated 
condition.
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Stewart died while the foundation of the prison was under 
construction. The Burgher Council had awarded Lovmand an appoint 
ment to a committee charged with the construction of the prison, 
and in 1836 he was given a contract for construction of the en 
closing wall. As a result of that appointment, he was able to 
influence greatly the construction and design of Richmond. 
Moreover, many of his ideas were included in the final con 
struction of the prison, but he considerably altered the plans 
which he had originally submitted. Building Inspector, Johannes 
von Solligen Magens (1791-1837) has been credited with the 
main features and Lovmand, after being awarded a contract to 
construct the enclosing wall in 1836, can be credited with its 
construction.

Richmond Penitiary served the government of the Virgin 
Islands until the 1960's as the state penal institution and 
is presently being considered for adaptation to a community 
center.




